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Each generation has a unique perspective to bring to the table. The key is to listen, to educate yourself about where others are coming from and
how they prefer to interact, and ultimately to utilise each other’s strengths for the advantage of the office as whole.
Generations alone don’t dictate preferences and behaviour. It’s a complex interplay between generations, individual personality and
experiences, and the environment in which each individual was nurtured. It is forces beyond our control that influence how we behave, what we
value, how we work, and what we expect of others.
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Use it as a starting point for understanding, not as a label that gives you permission to judge.
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Communications
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SOURCES USED FOR GENERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS TABLE:




http://fourhooks.com/marketing/the-generation-guide-millennials-gen-x-y-z-and-baby-boomers-art5910718593/
http://www.wmfc.org/uploads/GenerationalDifferencesChart.pdf
https://www.nasfaa.org/news-item/12499/Cross-Generational_Competence_How_to_Get_Multi-Generations_to_Work_Together_Effectively_11_30_am_-_12_30_pm
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QUESTIONS BUSINESS LEADERS SHOULD ASK
Board and Committee Composition
 Does it allow for less traditional experience? Does it allow for more traditional experience?
 Does it actively seek less traditional skills and experience? Does it actively seek more traditional skills and experience?
 Does the induction, communication processes and meeting proceedings allow for various generations to contribute in their strength?
 Does it go beyond isolated or token “youth initiatives”? Does it really ask for and consider wisdom, or does it try to hurry the sharing of
wisdom?
 Is the culture of the board and committees dismissive or nurturing towards various generations?
Strategy
 Does our strategy look at least two generations ahead?
 Is the strategy being communicated in a way that resonates for the various generations represented in the company?
 Does the strategy include aspirations that are important for generations not represented by directors on the board?
 Are we communicating results that matter across the generations?
 Do our policies support the implementation of the strategy across the range of generations in all our stakeholder groupings?
Budget
 Are we funding projects that keep us relevant across generations?
 Are we enabling the executive to truly engage the workforce across the various generations?
Decisions
 Do we know who to visit/call/email/WhatsApp when we need to know how other generations view the factors influencing the decision?
 Do we consider lessons learned or concerns held by different generations?
 How good are we at walking a mile in the shoes of other generations … without first judging the colour and the style of the shoes?

Make sure your generational focus is not just for show. When you get frustrated don’t judge; remind yourself that you need to learn to see it from
their side. It doesn’t mean that you should do it their way, but it does give you a better opportunity to combine the best of many worlds to create a
future for those that will inherit the impact of your decisions.
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